Liftronic® Mobile

The Intelligent Device for Handling you can easily move wherever you need

**Advantages**

- Designed to be safely and easily mounted on an electric pallet truck
- Easy and safe to move around
- Easy interchange of grippers for handling different type of load
- Easy battery replacement

**Safeties**

- Acoustic alarm: If the arm is not secured when moving the pallet truck, a sensor activates an acoustic alarm
- Arm: In case of rope damage a mechanical safety device prevents the arm from lowering
- Battery: If batteries are low, the system allows the arm to be moved to a rest or unload position; a low battery message will then be displayed
- Switch-off: In case of accidental switch-off, the system allows arm to be moved to a rest or unload position
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**Suitable for different load grippers:**

- Warning light and acoustic alarm
- Control unit
- Battery charger connections
- Arm locking with sensor
- Pallet stop

**Very agile**  
**Precise**  
**Ergonomic**  
**Zero gravity**

**4 JOINTS**
3 on the arm + 1 on the gripper coupling

**ORIENTATION**
On the left or on the right according to the work area side

**SWIVEL JOINT**
On the end of arm for continuous rotation around the gripper axis

**Technical data**
- **Gross load capacity:** 60 kg (including gripper)
- **Arm length:** 2530 mm
- **Vertical stroke:** 1500 mm - sliding on a column
- **Autonomy:** up to 6 hours for a continuous cycle
- **Overall size:** 920 x 890 x 2300 mm
- **Vacuum gripper:** air through the arm, no pipes
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